Zirconium metal–organic frameworks incorporating tetrathiafulvalene linkers: robust and redox-active matrices for in situ confinement of metal nanoparticles†
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Redox-active metal–organic frameworks (MOFs), with highly ordered porous structures and redox tunability, have attracted research interest in the fields of catalysis, energy storage, and electrochemical sensing. However, the chemical lability has limited the application scope of many redox-active MOFs. Herein, we selected stable Zr₆ inorganic nodes and redox-active tetrathiafulvalene (TTF)-based linkers to construct two robust, redox-active MOFs, namely compounds 1 ([Zr₆(TTFTB)₂O₈(OH)₂]₆) and 2 ([Zr₆(Me-TTFTB)₂O₈(OH)₂(C₆H₅COO)₆]) (TTFTB = tetrathiafulvalene tetrazenobenzolate; Me-TTFTB = tetrathiafulvalene tetramethylbenzoate). The structure and topology of the MOFs were controlled by tuning the linker conformation through steric effects, resulting in a variety of pore structures from microporous channels (compound 1) to hierarchically micro/mesoporous cages (compound 2). Compound 2 shows high porosity with a BET surface area of 1932 m² g⁻¹ and strong chemical stability in aqueous solutions with pH ranging from 1 to 12. Furthermore, the reductive TTF moieties allow for in situ generation and stabilization of ultra-small noble metal (Ag, Pd, and Au) nanoparticles by incubating MOFs in the respective metal salt solution. Single crystal structures, TEM images, and pore size distribution data from N₂ adsorption measurements indicated that the metal nanoparticles were mostly placed in the small cubic cavities of hierarchically porous compound 2, leaving the large cages open for substrate diffusion. As a proof of concept, Pd NPs@compound 2 was utilized as a heterogeneous catalyst for aerobic oxidation of alcohols, showing noteworthy activity and recyclability.

Introduction

Metal–organic frameworks (MOFs) are crystalline porous materials constructed from metal ions/clusters and organic linkers showing high surface areas and tunable pore environments. They have attracted considerable research interest in the fields of gas storage,¹² separations,¹³ energy storage,¹⁴ catalysis¹⁵ and chemical sensing.⁶ While many MOFs remain inert under application conditions, recent studies have highlighted their redox activity potential arising from metal ions,¹⁶–²⁵ organic linkers,¹⁶–²⁵ or the guest molecules.²⁶,²⁷ Redox-active MOFs represent a unique class of switchable solid materials in which the different redox states with distinct physical properties can be achieved by redox modulation.²⁷ This will expand the application of MOFs to exciting new areas including gas adsorption,²⁸,²⁹ microporous conducting materials,⁷,¹⁶–²⁷ catalysis,³⁰ magnetism,³¹–³³ energy storage,³⁴–³⁶ and electrochemical sensing.³⁷ For example, Long and coworkers reported a redox-active MOF, Fe₂(BDP)₃ (BDP = 1,4-benzenedipyrazolate), displaying a nearly 10 000-fold enhancement in conductivity upon reduction by potassium naphthalenide.⁷ Yoshikawa, Awaga and coworkers studied the electrochemistry of Cu(2,7-anthraquinone dicarboxylates) in lithium batteries and revealed the coexistence of metal and linker redox activities within the MOF.³⁸ Studies on redox-active MOFs not only provide new insights into charge transfer mechanisms but also highlight potential applicability in electrochemical devices.

Tetrathiafulvalene (TTF) and its derivatives have been widely investigated as important electron donor components for photo-thermal conversion,³⁹ supramolecular switching,⁴⁰ solid catalysis,⁴¹ magnetic materials,⁴² and conductive materials.⁴³–⁴⁴
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Au$^{3+}$, Pt$^{2+}$, Pd$^{2+}$, Ru$^{3+}$, Ir$^{3+}$, etc. Therefore, we propose that TTF-based MOFs can act as suitable matrices to generate metal nanoparticles (MNPs) in situ from metal cation solutions and stabilize them from aggregation by pore confinement.

Usually, MNPs are immobilized into MOFs following a two-step process involving the intrusion of metal cation precursors followed by treatment with reagents (such as NaBH$_4$ or H$_2$) to form MNPs. Compared with redox-inert MOFs, redox-active TTF-based MOFs allows for in situ reduction of metal cation precursors by the framework. This will favor the formation of well-dispersed, ultra-small metal nanoparticles by avoid inhomogeneity of reducing reagents. In fact, the idea of generating nanoparticles in redox-active MOFs has been demonstrated by Suh and coworkers using a redox-active nickel(II)-based MOF or organic redox centers as a matrix to produce and stabilize MNPs without external reducing agent. Despite these initial works, the application of MNPs@MOF materials in catalysis are often hindered by their poor chemical stability. To address these problems, we selected stable Zr$_6$ nodes and TTF-based linkers to construct robust and redox-active MOFs. Two TTF-based linkers with the same connectivity but different conformations were selected, giving rise to two MOFs with different pore architectures (compounds 1 and 2). Taking advantage of the reductive TTF moieties, ultra-small noble metal (Ag, Pd, and Au) nanoparticles were generated in situ and stabilized in the cavities of compounds 1 and 2 by incubating the MOFs in solutions of the respective metal salts. With highly accessible metal nanoparticles in the hierarchically porous framework, Pd NPs@2 was utilized as a heterogeneous catalyst for aerobic oxidation of alcohols.

Results and discussion

Controlling pore architecture by steric tuning of linkers

Current Zr-tetracarboxylate-based MOFs in the literature provide a blueprint for the design of our MOF system. Topologically, TTF-based linkers, such as tetrathiafulvalene tetrabenzozoate (TTFTB), can be simplified into 4-connected square planar nodes, whereas Zr$_6$ clusters have variable connection numbers and can act as 12-connected octahedral nodes, 8-connected cubic nodes, 6-connected hexagonal nodes, etc. Theoretically, the combination of Zr$_6$ clusters with tetracarboxylate linkers will give rise to 4,8-connected scu, 4,8-connected sq, and 4,6-connected she topology, depending on the connectivity of Zr$_6$ clusters and the conformation of tetracarboxylate linkers. Previous studies have demonstrated that the framework topology can be controlled through conformational tuning of the tetracarboxylate linkers by introducing bulky functional groups. For TTF-based linkers, the substituents on the 3-position of the phenyl rings will affect the dihedral angle between the TTF and the phenyl carboxylate plane. A smaller dihedral angle favors the scu network whereas a larger angle promotes the formation of a she network. Based on the known TTFTB, a new linker with methyl-substituents on the 3-position of the phenyl rings was designed, namely Me-TTFTB (Fig. 1a and S1†). As expected, the reaction of Zr$^{4+}$ with TTFTB and Me-TTFTB give rise to two MOFs exhibiting scu and she topology, compounds 1 and 2, respectively.

Compound 1 was obtained as needle-shaped microcrystals with an average size of $3 \times 1 \times 0.5$ μm. The structure of compound 1 was determined by Rietveld refinement against PXRD patterns (Table S1 and Fig. S2†). It crystallizes in the orthorhombic space group Cmmm, similar to the structures of previously reported NU-901 and PCN-606. The Zr$_6$ cluster in
compound 1 is 8-connected (Fig. 1b), therefore the overall structure can be simplified into a 4,8-connected net with scu topology (Fig. 1c and d). It possesses uniform channels along the b-axis direction with a diameter of 13.7 Å according to the crystal structure (Fig. S3 and S4†).

Single crystals of compound 2 were successfully obtained. Single crystal X-ray diffraction (SC-XRD) analysis reveals that compound 2 crystallizes in the cubic space group Pn3m (Table S2†). The asymmetric unit contains one Zr⁴⁺ ion, a quarter of a Me-TTFTB linker, two thirds of an O²⁻ ion, two thirds of an OH⁻ ion and one terminal carboxylate anion (Fig. S5†). The TTF unit is two-fold disordered with an average central C=C bond length of 1.28 (3) Å (Fig. 3a), comparable to the neutral TTF moiety. The asymmetric unit contains one Zr⁴⁺ ion, a quarter of a Me-TTFTB linker, two thirds of an O²⁻ ion, two thirds of an OH⁻ ion and one terminal carboxylate anion (Fig. S5†). The TTF unit is two-fold disordered with an average central C=C bond length of 1.28 (3) Å (Fig. 3a), comparable to the neutral TTF moiety.**

The overall framework can be simplified into the topology of the [Zr₆O₄(OH)₄(PhCOO)₆(COO)₆] clusters as 6-connected hexagonal nodes and Me-TTFTB as 4-connected planar nodes (Fig. 1c). This topology is identical to PCN-224,** a Zr-MOF based on tetratopic porphyrin-based linkers. The topological analysis can be different when TTFTB and Me-TTFTB were regarded as two 3-connected nodes (Fig. S8†). Compound 2 shows a hierarchically porous structure with a tetragonal cage and two cubic cages (Fig. 1d and S9†). The large cubic cages are closely packed forming an interconnected channel along the a, b and c-direction.

The different framework structures of compounds 1 and 2 are attributed to the steric effects of the methyl groups, which force the phenyl rings to rotate off the TTF plane. Indeed, the dihedral angle between the TTF and phenyl carboxylate motif were measured to be 66.4° in compound 1 and 82.1° in compound 2 (Fig. 1a). The single crystal structure of the TTFTB linker terminated by ethoxy groups (i.e. TTFTB-OEt, Tables S3 and S4†) was obtained to show the dihedral angle between the TTF and phenyl carboxylate motif in small molecules. The angle in TTFTB-OEt crystals were measured to be 68.2°, which matches well with the structure of compound 1 (Fig. S1†). The steric effects of the methyl groups increase the dihedral angle and thus favor the formation of compound 2.

**Stability and porosity**

The phase purity of compounds 1 and 2 bulk samples was confirmed by matching the PXRD patterns with simulations based on structural models (Fig. 2a and d). The PXRD patterns of compounds 1 and 2 are unaltered in conventional organic solvents and aqueous solution of various pH (1–12) after 24 hours’ exposure (10 mg of MOF per ml of solvent), demonstrating good chemical stability (Fig. S10–S14†). N₂ adsorption isotherms also indicate that compound 2 remains porous after pH 1 and 12 treatment, although a slight decrease in total N₂ uptake was observed (Fig. S12†). TGA curves of compounds 1 and 2 under N₂ atmosphere show good thermal stability until 400 °C (Fig. S15†). To assess the porosity and surface area of compounds 1 and 2, the N₂ sorption measurements were conducted at 77 K. Compound 1 shows a type-I isotherm with a total uptake of 393 cm³ g⁻¹ and a BET surface area of 1353 m² g⁻¹, indicative of a typical microporous structure (Fig. 2b). Pore size distribution derived from the adsorption isotherms shows a uniform pore size at around 12.7 Å, matching well with the structural model.
(Fig. 2c). In contrast, type-IV isotherms were observed for compound 2 (Fig. 2e). The total N2 uptake and BET surface area reaches 536 cm$^3$ g$^{-1}$ and 1932 m$^2$ g$^{-1}$ for compound 2. Pore size distribution indicates a hierarchically porous structure with two types of micropores at 12.6 and 15.8 Å, and a mesopore of 20.7 Å (Fig. 2f), corresponding to the small cubic cages, tetragonal cages, and large cubic cages observed in single crystal structures.

### Probing redox activity of compounds 1 and 2

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) of TTF-based linker, Me-H$_4$TTFTB, showed the expected redox process of TTF with two one-electron oxidation waves. The redox peaks centered at $E_{1/2} = 0.16$ and 0.38 V (vs. Fe/Fe$^+$) for Me-H$_4$TTFTB can be assigned to the TTF/TTF$^+$ and TTF$^{2+}$/TTF$^{3+}$ redox couples (Fig. S16f), which is comparable to that of H$_4$TTFTB ($E_{1/2} = 0.07$ and 0.30 V vs. Fe/Fe$^+$). CV curves of compounds 1 and 2 also showed the expected redox process of TTF with two one-electron oxidation waves. The redox center was observed at $E_{1/2} = 0.40$ and 0.93 V (vs. Fe/Fe$^+$) for compound 1 and $E_{1/2} = 0.03$ and 0.96 V (vs. Fe/Fe$^+$) for compound 2, respectively (Fig. S17–S22†). The redox activity of compound 2 was further revealed by the I$_2$ treatment. After incubating compound 2 in the I$_2$ solution in cyclohexane, an obvious color change from orange to black was observed, which can be attributed to the formation of TTF$^{2+}$ and the adsorption of I$_3^-$ species (Fig. S23†). In the crystal structure of oxidized compound 2 (namely I$_3^-$@2), I$_3^-$ was clearly observed as a product of the oxidation reaction (Fig. 3e and S24†). The central C–C distance increased to 1.401 (8) Å (Fig. 3b), corresponding to the conversion of double bonds in neutral TTF to single bonds in the radical cationic state TTF$^{+}$.

The maintained crystallinity after oxidation was also confirmed by PXRD patterns of bulk I$_3^-$@2 samples (Fig. S25†). The incorporation of I$_3^-$ was further confirmed by IR and TGA (Fig. S26–S27†). The coordination environment and oxidation state of Zr are not affected by oxidation, as confirmed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) (Fig. S28†). Electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) studies were performed at 110 K to confirm the generation of the TTF$^{2+}$ radical (Fig. S29†). The EPR spectra showed $g = 2.002$ for I$_3^-$@2, matching well with those of typical TTF$^{2+}$ cation radicals.$^{36,63–65}$ Compound 1 shows redox behavior similar to compound 2 and the generation of the TTF$^{2+}$ radical upon I$_2$ treatment was confirmed by the EPR study (Fig. S30†). The foregoing results unambiguously confirm the redox activity of the TTF motif in compounds 1 and 2.

### In situ generation of metal nanoparticles

Inspired by their redox activity, we propose that the redox reaction between noble metal ions (Ag$^+$, Pd$^{2+}$, and Au$^{3+}$) and TTF-moieties will generate ultra-small metal nanoparticles in MOFs. The sulfur-rich pore environment the MOF will act as a support to stabilize the in situ generated nanoparticles from aggregation through a confinement effect which was also reported by Pardo and coworkers.$^{65}$ The solution of Me-H$_4$TTFTB linker can react with the methanol solution of Ag$^+$, Pd$^{2+}$, and Au$^{3+}$, as indicated by the color change (Fig. S31†). Since the TTF moieties are well-separated within the MOF lattice, the aggregation of MNPs can be minimized.

The loading of metal-nanoparticles was realized by soaking crystals of compound 2 in a solution of AgNO$_3$, PdCl$_2$, and KAuCl$_4$, respectively. The resulting products, namely Ag NPs@2, Pd NPs@2, and Au NPs@2, exhibit different shades of green under an optical microscope, indicative of the generation of MNPs and TTF$^{2+}$ (Fig. 4a and S32†). High resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) images show the uniformly distributed MNPs throughout the MOF matrix. A narrow size distribution was observed with a peak at 1.6 nm for all three samples ($i.e.$ Ag, Pd, Au).

![Fig. 3](image-url) The conformation of Me-TTFTB in the single crystal structure of 2 (a), I$_3^-$@2 (b), Ag NPs@2 (c) and Au NPs@2 (d); (e) I$_3^-$ locations in the single crystal structure I$_3^-$@2 (f) Electron density map for Ag NPs@2 single crystal structure showing strong residual electron density in the small cavity.

![Fig. 4](image-url) Optical microscope images (a), and element mapping of Ag NPs@2, Pd NPs@2, and Au NPs@2 under SEM/EDX (b).
Pd, and Au), in line with the size of the framework’s small cavity (Fig. S33†). Note that the calculated average sizes of NPs might be overestimated because of nanoparticle overlap in the TEM images. The distance between lattice fringes were measured to be 0.236, 0.243, and 0.245 nm for Ag, Pd, and Au, corresponding to the spacing of (111), 1/3(422) [face-centered cubic Pd],67 and (111)66 lattice planes (Fig. 5). The noble metal species were uniformly distributed throughout the MOF particle, as indicated by elemental mapping under a scanning electron microscope with energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (SEM/EDX) (Fig. 4b and S34–S36†).

The position of MNPs within the MOF structures were investigated by single crystal synchrotron X-ray diffraction study and N2 adsorption isotherms. The single crystal structure of Ag NPs@2 (Table S5†) shows a strong electron density at the center of the cubic cavity, which is attributed to the Ag NPs (Fig. 3f). An elongated C–C bond distance (1.427 (10) Å) was observed in TTF moieties, corresponding to the partial oxidation of TTF into TTF− radicals by Ag+ (Fig. 3c). Similar behavior was also observed in Au NPs@2 with an average C–C bond distance of 1.38 (3) Å (Fig. 3d and S37†). Meanwhile, the reduced C–S distance of Ag NPs@2 (1.676 (7) Å) and Au NPs@2 (1.690 (8) Å) compared to the original compound 2 (1.773 (7) Å), also suggested the partial oxidation of the TTF (Table S7†). Furthermore, pore size distributions derived from N2 adsorption isotherms show a significant reduction in the amount of 12.6 Å micropores while the larger pores at 15.6 and 21.4 Å are maintained (Fig. 2f). These results imply that Ag NPs occupy the small cavities.

The crystallinity of compound 2 after metal nanoparticle (MNP) loading was confirmed by PXRD studies (Fig. S25 and S38†). The diffraction peaks of MNPs are not observed due to their small size.14,15,28 The total metal loadings of Ag, Pd, and Au in compound 2 were determined to be 3.4 wt%, 3.4 wt%, and 4.2 wt%, respectively, by inductively coupled plasma atomic emission spectroscopy (ICP-AES, Table S7†). X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) further revealed that all the Ag within Ag NPs@2 exist as Ag0 whereas only half of the Pd and Au species exist as Pd2+ and Au3+ (Fig. S39–S42†). The Pd2+ and Au3+ were attributed to the metal salts trapped in the MOF cavity. Therefore, the loadings of MNPs (excluding metal cations) were calculated to be 3.4 wt%, 1.7 wt%, and 2.2 wt% for Ag, Pd, and Au. Accordingly, they are formulated as Ag0.75[Zr6(Me-TTFTB)]1.5O4(OH)4(C6H5COO)6(NO3)0.75, Pd0.38Pd0.38, and Au0.25Au0.25. Based on the loading of MNPs, about half of the TTF molecules was oxidized by Ag+, Pd2+, and Au3+ within compound 2. EPR studies of MNPs@2 samples at 110 K further confirm the formation of TTF− radicals (Fig. S43–S45†). Notably, the anisotopic signal of MNPs@2 as well as MNPs@1 (Fig. S30†) can be originated from the hyperfine coupling of sulfur and carbon atoms in the TTF molecule which exist in all the samples. Owing to the overlap of multiple peaks, this hyperfine coupling was not obvious in some samples such as Ag NPs@2 and Au NPs@2. To balance the charge, Ag NPs@2 includes free NO3− ions as revealed by the unsplit 1382 cm−1 peak in the IR spectra (Fig. S46†);14,15,28 Pd NPs@2 and Au NPs@2 include free Cl− ions as indicated by the SEM-EDX (Fig. S35 and S36†).

Following a similar synthetic procedure, MNPs can also be loaded into compound 1. The successful synthesis of MNPs@1 (M = Ag, Pd, and Au) was evidenced by optical images (Fig. S47†), PXRD (Fig. S48†), TGA (Fig. S49†), XPS (Fig. S50–S51†), SEM/EDX (Fig. S55–S61†), and TEM (Fig. S62–S64†). The total metal loadings were determined to be 4.6 wt%, 4.5 wt%, and 5.5 wt% for Ag, Pd, and Au by ICP-AES.

Compared to the traditional syntheses of MNPs@MOF materials, the presented redox-active MOF systems offer facile control of nanoparticle sizes. Ultra-small nanoparticles (<2 nm) with uniform sizes can be easily obtained under a wide range of synthetic conditions. Similar concept has been demonstrated by Pardo et al.14,15,28 For comparison, the size of nanoparticles synthesized by external reductants are highly sensitive to the concentration of reductant and metal ions, temperature, and reaction time. Furthermore, the hierarchically porous structure of compound 2 allows for the immobilization of MNPs within the small cavity, leaving the large mesopores and interconnected channels open for the diffusion of metal salts/substrates.

**Aerobic oxidation of alcohols by Pd NPs@2**

Ultra-small metal nanoparticles immobilized in a stable and hierarchically porous framework afford an ideal platform for heterogeneous catalysis. As a proof of concept, Pd NPs@2 was selected as a catalyst for aerobic alcohol oxidation (Fig. S65†), a reaction widely used in organic synthesis and chemical industry. The oxidation reaction of benzyl alcohol was carried out with Pd NPs@2 under 0.1 MPa O2 at 90 °C in cyclohexane. Pd NPs@2 shows good activity with nearly 100% conversion and more than 50% selectivity toward benzaldehyde (Table S8†). A broad substrate scope of substrates bearing electron-rich and electron-deficient functional groups were converted to corresponding aldehyde in good yields (Table S9†). Control experiments using compound 2 without Pd NPs do not show any activity, suggesting Pd NPs to be the active sites (Fig. S66, S67 and Table S10†). To confirm the heterogeneous nature of catalysis, hot filtration was carried out by removing the MOF catalysts from
the reaction mixture, after which no further reaction was observed (Fig. S66†). As a heterogeneous catalyst, Pd NPs@2 can be easily recycled from the reaction system by centrifugation and reused in successive runs. Recycling experiments demonstrated that the Pd NPs@2 catalyst can be reused three times without significant loss of conversion and selectivity (Fig. S68 and Table S8†). Considering the large pore size of compound 2 and diverse metal species that can be incorporated, a wide range of catalytic reactions can be envisioned in this MOF system.

Conclusions
In conclusion, we designed two stable and redox-active MOFs incorporating robust Zr6 clusters and redox-active TTF-based linkers. Among them, compound 2 shows hierarchical porosity with both microporous and mesoporous cages. Taking advantage of the stable framework and redox-active TTF-moieties, noble metal (Ag, Pd, and Au) nanoparticles can be generated in situ and stabilized in the MOF cavity by the reduction of respective metal cations. Single crystal structures, TEM images, and pore size distributions derived from N2 adsorption measurements indicate ultra-small metal nanoparticles located in the microporous cavity, leaving the larger cages open for guest diffusion. A heterogeneous catalyst for aerobic oxidation of alcohols was synthesized by incorporating Pd nanoparticles in compound 2. The high chemical stability, hierarchical porosity, and redox activity of the MOF matrices promise future applications in heterogeneous catalysis and beyond. Further research activities are undergoing to enrich the structures and compositions of the MNPs@redox-MOF systems and to extend their applications into the field of conductive porous materials and electrocatalysis.

Experimental section
Synthesis of compound H4TTFTB
H4TTFTB were prepared adopting the previously reported procedure.28

Synthesis of compound Me-H4TTFTB
Me-H4TTFTB were synthesized similar to H4TTFTB with methyl-4-bromo-3-methylbenzoate instead of ethyl-4-bromobenzoate. Me-H4TTFTB in red solid was obtained with a yield of 36%.

H4TTFTB and washed with DMF and acetonitrile three times. Yield 74.5% (based on H4TTFTB). Calculd for C24H22N6O34S6Zr6 (Mr = 2327.14 g mol⁻¹): C, 38.19; H, 2.69; N, 1.20%. Found: C, 37.50; H, 2.83; N, 0.98%. FT-IR (KBr pellet, cm⁻¹): 3667 w, 2360 m, 2320 w, 2139 w, 1972 w, 1837 w, 1719 w, 1692 m, 1563 s, 1538 s, 1518 m, 1419 m, 1400 s, 1380 m, 1349 m, 1289 m, 1261 w, 1240 w, 1223 m, 1200 m, 1180 m, 1151 m, 1131 m, 1118 m, 1082 w, 1048 m, 1028 m, 963 m, 869 m, 803 m, 768 m, 702 m, 646 m.

Synthesis of compound I3@1: [Zr6(TTFTB)2O4(OH)2]·(I3)2·8(C6H12)
Iodine oxidation to produce I3@1 was undertaken using a solid-solution diffusion technique. Crystals of 1 were soaked in 0.1 M iodine in cyclohexane solution for 12 hours at room temperature. Over time, the crystals’ color deepened until becoming black. The obtained crystals were washed by cyclohexane three times. The quantities of iodine incorporated were confirmed by TGA (Fig. S39†) and elemental analysis: two I3 for I3@1 per unit cell. Anal. Calcd. For C116H144O32S8Zr6I6 (Mr = 3615.66 g mol⁻¹): C, 38.53; H, 2.69; N, 1.20%. Found: C, 37.50; H, 3.35%.

Synthesis of compound I3@2: [Zr6(Me-TTFTB)1.5O4(OH)2]·(I3)2·1.5(C6H12)
The iodine oxidation of I3@2 was undertaken using a solid-solution diffusion technique. Crystals of 2 were soaked in 0.1 M iodine in cyclohexane solution for 12 hours at room temperature. The color of crystals changed from orange to black. The obtained crystals were washed by cyclohexane three times. The quantities of iodine incorporated were confirmed by TGA (Fig. S16†) and elemental analysis: two I3 for I3@2 per unit cell. Anal. Calcd. For C111H138N4O56S6Zr6 (Mr = 3164.01 g mol⁻¹): C, 42.14; H, 4.40; N, 1.77%. Found: C, 40.06; H, 4.10; N, 1.98%. FT-IR (KBr pellet, cm⁻¹): 3421 w, 1653 s, 1598 s, 1544 m, 1419 m, 1243 m, 1028 m, 777 m, 721 s, 644 m, 460 m.

Synthesis of compound 1@2: [Zr6 Me-TTFTB)2O4(OH)2]·(I3)2·8(C6H12)
Crystals of compound 1@2: [Zr6 Me-TTFTB)2O4(OH)2]·(I3)2·8(C6H12)
Crystals of compound 1@2 were immersed in 0.1 mol L⁻¹ AgNO3, PdCl2 or KAuCl4 methanol solutions for 24 h in the dark. The color of crystals changed from orange to black. The obtained products were washed by fresh methanol for three times to
remove the metal salts. Ag NPs@1: Ag$_6^{0.1}$(Zr$_6$(TTFTB)$_2$O$_8$(OH)$_2$_8$)$_{0.8}$[NO$_3$]; Pd NPs@1: Pd$_{0.3}$Pd$_{0.2}^{0.2}$(Zr$_6$(TTFTB)$_2$O$_8$(OH)$_2$_8$)$_{0.8}$[Cl$_{1.2}$]; Au NPs@1: Au$_{0.3}$Au$_{0.3}$$^{0.2}$(Zr$_6$(TTFTB)$_2$O$_8$(OH)$_2$_8$)$_{0.8}$[Cl$_{1.2}$]. MNPs@2 were synthesized by a similar method except that compound 2 was used. Ag NPs@2: Ag$_6^{0.1}$[Zr$_6$(Me-TTFTB)$_1.5$O$_4$(OH)$_4$(C$_6$H$_5$COO)$_2$$_{3}$][NO$_3$]$_{0.2}$; Pd NPs@2: Pd$_{0.3}$Pd$_{0.2}^{0.2}$(Zr$_6$(Me-TTFTB)$_1.5$O$_4$(OH)$_4$(C$_6$H$_5$COO)$_2$$_{3}$][Cl$_{1.2}$]; Au NPs@2: Au$_{0.3}$$^{0.2}$(Zr$_6$(Me-TTFTB)$_1.5$O$_4$(OH)$_4$(C$_6$H$_5$COO)$_2$$_{3}$][Cl$_{1.2}$].
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